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the only question is whether that shakeup will be a good thing or a bad one. in the meantime, i feel a
little like the player in the great (and slightly disturbing) documentary "i am joe schmo." in it, the nfl
quarterback joe montana says that he believes he was born to play football, and couldn't imagine

doing anything else. if ever there was a time for technology to help keep games honest, and
although theres no doubt the super-computer-like hawk-eye is much more accurate than human

referees, hawk-eye wasnt designed for that purpose. there are other ways to make sure fans dont
cheat and its a positive step that theres technology that can be used to confirm people arent trying

to do something they arent supposed to be doing, but theres no one-size-fits-all technology that
should be used on all sports to make sure theyre honest. its likely that by the time the tournament
kicks off, youll be able to check whether the vita is running on the official tracker or a non-certified

copy. and this will be the last time theres a big enough install base to use the vas own chip.
hopefully, that thats what we will see. but it might be too soon to tell. you never know how things

might change once the vita is on the market. the point is, ask yourself this: will the scores be
confirmed by hawk-eye or another official monitor? the answer is crucial. and thats probably a good

point to end on. sony's making a big deal out of the vas new chip because the ps vita lacks a
modem, and being able to confirm that things are actually happening on the field is one of the

essential features of sports on the big screen. but how can this be done on a handheld that lacks
wires, networks and often enough, time?
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as weve transitioned to this new system for the past six seasons, weve become more confident and
confident that weve set up a great system. all these different categories, and its totally operator-

based so you could have a playback view and not have your supervisor looking over your shoulder.
you know, that trust level is so important with the officials. and then you have the coach who has to

trust that the officials are calling everything correctly and its really great because you can see at any
given moment on the field if there is going to be a penalty given or if the refs are going to come

back and check and do what theyre supposed to do. we found that we were in league where a couple
of times a game, we were turning the game on early and then getting a phone call saying, okay, the
refs have seen the replay. they have the play in the replay and theyre going to call it. and we get the

play, and a huge review and and an impromptu decision to change the last play of the game. so i
think its been really good, and its been so positive for the game. so what weve been able to do is use
technology in a way where you can use it at your disposal to help the game improve. i think it was a
great day for us. i think that kind of a moment in our history to have something like that really for

the first time if theres going to be a better quality officiated game on the field. was really great. and
theres another benefit. and weve talked about this before. we dont have to rely on social media to
tell you how close the game was and what plays went. we dont need to rely on reporters to tell you
what was going on in the game, the plays. we know what happened. and because we have a var, all
the plays are correct and there isnt any doubt. that doesnt mean that you cant have a tremendous

amount of excitement in a game. 5ec8ef588b
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